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Data used for this analysis

Monthly SMAP V4, L3 SSS, 
averaged to 1o grid

Monthly Aquarius V5, L3 SSS, 
on 1o grid

Monthly gridded Argo maps from SIO, 
on 1o grid
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Aug. 2011 – May 2015 

Time-mean bias maps

Apr. 2015 – Jan. 2020 

Some prominent patterns:
• Opposite biases in subpolar North Pacific as well as subpolar North Atlantic
• Opposite biases near the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) (related to look angle difference?), but similar biases further south sea-ice edges
• Similar biases in the NW Pacific (larger in Aquarius)



Zonally averaged biases as a function of latitude and time
SMAP Aquarius

Calibration issue?

• High-latitude seasonal biases more pronounced in Aquarius than SMAP
• Early calibration issue for SMAP? Why so accentuated in northern subpolar latitude?
Both issues pose difficulty for combining SMAP & Aquarius into a continuous data record.



Zonally averaged time mean, RMSD, and Std. Dev. of satellite-Argo differences
as a function of latitude

Consistency of SMAP & Aq with Argo 
at different latitudes are similar, 
except for opposite time-mean biases 
in northern subpolar latitudes 
(contributed by both subpolar Pacific  
and Atlantic)

Aq vs Argo have slightly smaller std. 
dev. between 60S and 20N



RMSD and Std. Dev. maps of satellite-Argo SSS differences

• Aquarius generally has smaller RMSD & STD in the open oceans (more blue color for Aquarius)
• SMAP has smaller RMSD & STD in some coastal & marginal seas (e.g., Sea of Japan). Is SMAP really better there? 
• Aquarius has smaller RMSD & STD near the ACC in the South Indian Ocean. Is Aquarius really better there?
Time series comparisons in the next 2 slides illustrate the answers.
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SMAP is clearly better than Aquarius in the Sea of Japan

SMAP SSS have much smaller bias, smaller std. dev., 
and larger correlation coefficient.

Aquarius’ seasonal cycle is off both in terms of phase 
and amplitude. 

Potential causes for the different skills:
• RFI detection/mitigation
• Land contamination

Aquarius: bias=-1.68,  std=0.69, R=0.12
SMAP:      bias=-0.41,  std=0.31, R=0.67



Aquarius is not better than SMAP near the ACC

Despite the slightly larger bias & std, SMAP has better 
skill than Aq in depicting ACC variability (after 2015).

Moral of the story:
Need additional metrics for evaluating satellite SSS 
against in-situ data (not just bias, RMSD, STD, but 
correlation, variance explained, different spatial and 
time scales, etc.)

Aquarius: bias=-0.03, std=0.22, R=0.16
SMAP:      bias=-0.15, std=0.27, R=0.24

If excluding year-1 data:
SMAP:      bias=-0.09, std=0.22, R=0.43

If further smoothed by 5 months:
SMAP:       bias=-0.09, std=0.12, R=0.60    

Little skill
Some skill

Calibration 
issue?



Std. dev. of satellite-Argo SSS differences on various spatial scales

SMAP vs Argo have somewhat larger std. dev. in open oceans in general, regardless of scales (explaining the global values in the next slide)



SMAP V4 Aquarius V5
1ox1o

(data within 1o of the 
coasts are excluded)

0.18 0.14

3ox3o 0.14 0.12

10ox10o 0.08 0.07

“Global” averages of std. dev. of satellite-Argo SSS differences on various spatial scales

• SMAP V4 consistency with Argo gridded data is getting closer 
that of Aquarius V5.

• These numbers also include errors in the gridded Argo data 
(including Argo sampling error and mapping error)

Lee (2016)

Consistency between 2 gridded Argo products



Summary
• The consistency between SMAP V4 SSS and Argo data is approaching that between Aquarius V5 and 

Argo (all evaluating at 1o grid, monthly scales).

• Better understanding of error in Argo gridded data will improve the estimate of satellite SSS 
uncertainties.

• While bias, RMSD and STD are common metrics to evaluate satellite SSS using in-situ products, 
additional metrics should also be examined, e.g., correlation, variance explained, on various spatial 
and time scales, using various in-situ data products (that include sampling & mapping errors).



Aug. 2011 – May 2015 

Comparison of satellites and Argo time-mean SSS for the respective periods
Apr. 2015 – Jan. 2020 

In trop/subtrop Pac, the SMAP vs Aq
differences are similar to those in Argo 
between the 2 periods (see the ovals), 
indicating physical signals.

Similar SMAP & Aq biases in NW Pac. 
(larger in Aq)

Opposite SMAP & Aq biases near ACC, 
but similar biases near sea ice edges


